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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is now common knowledge, formalized in the Sylvester-Gallai 
theorem, that a finite, noncollinear set of points in an ordered projective 
space is intersected by at least one line in precisely two points. Such a line 
is, in the language of Motzkin [4], an ordinary line relative to the set of 
points. The example of a set of points in three-space distributed over two 
skew lines with at least four points on each line shows that a finite set of 
points not all on a plane need not be intersected by any plane in precisely 
three points. 
Examples of this type led Motzkin to define a k-flat, F, as ordinary 
relative to a set of points S, if S n F spans F and F contains a (k - 1)-flat 
which contains all but one point of S. He proceeded to prove that in E, a 
non-planar finite set of points determines at least one ordinary 2-flat. 
In [I] it was shown that a finite set spanning Ek, k < 5, determines at 
least one ordinary (k - I)-flat. Hansen [2] has extended this to all 
positive integers k. 
A lower bound of 3/7n for the number of ordinary lines determined by 
a finite non-linear set of n points was established in [3]. Motzkin [4] 
showed that the number, A, of ordinary planes determined by a finite 
non-planar set of n points is at least four. In this paper we show that X > cn 
where c is a fixed constant independent of n and 3/l 1 < c < 213. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider in E3 six of the eight vertices of a cube, the 
missing two being opposite vertices, together with the three points at 
infinity on the edges of the cube. This set of nine points determines six 
ordinary planes and shows that c < $. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. A set of n points in projective three-space distributed on 
two skew lines with at least three points on each line determines precisely IZ 
non-elementary ordinary planes. (A plane is elementary if it contains 
precisely three of the II points, and if these three are non-collinear.) 
EXAMPLE 1.3. A ten-point non-planar Desargues configuration in 
projective three-space determines ten non-elementary ordinary planes. 
Motzkin presented these last two examples in [4] as the only two known 
to him in which a finite, non-planar set of points in an ordered projective 
three-space fails to determine at least one elementary plane. The belief 
that these two examples may, in fact, characterize such sets seems to be 
rather widely held and adds interest to the next example. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Consider a prism in E3 whose parallel bases are odd- 
sided regular polygons with vertex sets (Ai} and (I$), i = 1, 2,..., 2n - 1. 
Let AiBi be the lateral edges and P their common point at infinity. Let Ci 
be the point at infinity on the line AiAi+l with Azn = Al . (For n = 2 
this is Example 1.3.) We claim that none of the planes determined by the 
non-collinear triples of this point set, S, are elementary. This can be seen 
as follows: 
Suppose, to the contrary, that rr is an elementary plane determined by 
some triple of points of S. P and Ai cannot both be in 7r since Bi would 
also be in n. Similarly for P and Bi . ?r is not the plane at infinity so we 
conclude that P @ T. 
Now observe that TI cannot contain two points from any one of the sets 
(AJ, (BJ, or (C,), since any line through two such points contains a third 
point of S. Thus r must contain one point from each of the sets. Labeling 
can be arranged so that C, C r. The only ordinary lines, relative to S, 
through C, but not through P are CIA,+, and ClB,+2. But the plane 
IZ’~A,+~B,+~ contains P and is thus not ordinary. This contradiction shows 
that S determines no elementary planes. 
S has 6n - 2 points and determines 4n2 - 4n + 2 ordinary planes. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, I’, is a set of n points in an ordered projective space of 
dimension three. 
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ri , i = 0, 1,2, 3 denote the set of projective subspaces of dimension i 
spanned by points of r, . 
Elements of ri are denoted Ai, Bi ,... . 
The union T = (J:=O ri is the conjiguration r. 
If a plane A, is spanned by a point A, and a line A, we write A, = &A, . 
Similarly A,B, denotes the line joining the two points A,, and B,, . More 
generally if P is a point and d a set of points, PA denotes the cone with 
vertex P and base A, i.e., PA = lJ PQa , Qa E A. If A is a cell in a planar 
subdivision (definitions below) and P a point not in the plane of A, 
PA is a polygonal cone. The union of the set of planes spanned by P and 
the bounding lines of A is the extended lateral surface of PA. 
A2 is ordinary relative to r,, if A, = &A, and r, n A2 CA, u A,. 
A, is called the leader point and Al the follolver line of A, . 
Every Ai E r is divided into polyhedral domains by the subspaces Aiel 
contained in Ai . The closures of these domains are called the cells of the 
configuration r. If the set of planes of r, not passing through a point 
A,, E r, partition the space into polyhedral domains the cell containing 
A, is its residence. 
LEMMA 2.1. If TO is neither a subset of two ske\r* lines nor the union of 
a point arzd a planar set, then each point of r, has a pol.vhedral residence. 
Proof. It is well known that a finite number of planes in an ordered 
projective 3-space, not all through one point, effects a partition of space 
into polyhedral domains. If the set of planes of I’ not through A,, does not 
partition, then all planes of r must pass through two points A, and B, . 
Since all the points are not in one plane there must be points C, and D, 
in r,, such that A,, , B, , C, and D, are non-planar. 
Suppose E,, a point of r, , not in either of the planes A,D,C,, or B&D, . 
Then the plane C,D,E,, does not pass through A, or B, . Hence all the 
points of r,, may be assumed to lie in the two planes A,D,C, and B,,D,C,, . 
Now suppose E, is in the plane B,,C,,D, but not on B&, u B,D, u COD,, . 
If F, # A,, is a point not on B,,D,C, , then it must fail to be on one of the 
lines A,D, or A&,, , say A&. The plane C,E,F,, fails to contain either 
A, or BO . 
Thus we may now assume that the points are on the four lines B,D, , 
B,C, , A,D, , A,$,, . Suppose E, on B,C, . If F,, is a point on A,&, , then 
DOEoF,, would not go through A,, or B, . Similarly if F,, is on B,D, . Thus 
all the points but A0 are on the plane B&D, or they all lie on two skew 
lines. 0 
If A, B, C, D, are distinct collinear points in an ordered projective space 
one pair of these points separates the other pair. If A, B separates C, D we 
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write AB j/ CD. It is, of course, this basic notion of separation on which 
the notions of partition, interior, residence and the like are based. A 
systematic discussion of some of these concepts can be found in 15, 
chapter II]. 
We will have occasion to consider a triangular domain, d, with vertices 
in r,, which contains a particular 2-cell, 6, , of the partition of A, by the 
lines of r, in A2 . It is clear that such a triangular domain always exists and, 
in fact, it is easy to show [4, p. 454; 2, p. 1771 that there is a minimal such 
domain, i.e., one that contains no other domain with the same properties. 
3. A LOWER BOUND FOR X 
LEMMA 3.1. If P and Q are points not in the plane of the polygon A 
and if PQ n A # o then for any point T interior to A both segments with 
endpoints P and T intersect the extended lateral surface of QA. 
ProoJ: Let PQ n A = Sand suppose TS intersects the boundary of A 
in X and Y. If QYn PT= Y* and QXn PT= X* then XYI/ TS 
implies that X* Y* 1) TP and the lemma is proved. q 
LEMMA 3.2. If Pl , P,, and P3 are distinct points not in the plane rr 
containing the triangular domain A and if T is an interior point of A, then 
for some permutation (i, j, k) of (1,2, 3) the union of the extended lateral 
surfaces of PjA and P,A separates the points Pi and T. 
ProoJ Let PiPj n r = X, . If, for some k, X, $ A the result follows 
from Lemma 3.1. We suppose, then, that Xi E A, i = 1,2,3. 
X, , X, , X, are on a line 1 which is well defined if Pl , P, , P3 are not 
a line. The proof is trivial if P,P,P3 are on a line so we assume 1 is well 
defined. 
Suppose, now, that I intersects one of the side lines of A in a point Y 
distinct from any of the points X, , X, , or X, . We may assume the 
labeling so that X,X, 11 X, Y holds. Let P,X, n P,Y = A, P,X, n P, Y = B, 
P,Y n P,P, = C. Then X,X, /j X,Y + P,X, 11 P,C => P,X, I/ AB. Thus 
the union of the extended lateral surfaces of P,A and P,A separates the 
points Pz and X, and so also the points P2 and T. 
If I does not intersect a face plane of A in a point distinct from X, , X, 
and X, then 1 must go through a vertex and we may assume the labeling 
so that X, is that vertex and X, is on the side opposite. 
Let P,X, n PIXl = A, P3X3 n PIXl = B. From properties of the 
complete quadrilateral it follows that A and B separate Pl and X. 
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COROLLARY 3.2.1. A plane of r, can be a face plane for at most eight 
residences. 
Proof. Let A, be a plane of r, and A,, , B, , CO be three non-collinear 
points in AZ . Suppose d is one of the four triangular regions in AZ defined 
by the lines A,,&, B,C, , C,A, . If d contains three points P, Q, R from 
the faces of three different residences whose residence points are P,, , Q, , 
and R,, respectively, then an application of Lemma 3.2 to the points 
P, , Q, , R, and A yields a contradiction of the definition of residence. 
Hence each of the four triangular domains of A, defined by the points 
A,, B, , C,, can contain points from at most two different residence faces 
and hence AZ itself can contain face points from at most eight residences. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. A non-elementary ordinary plane relative to r,, can 
be a face plane for at most six dzrerent residences. 
Proof. Suppose A,, the leader point and B, , C,, , D, three points of r, 
on the follower line of a non-elementary ordinary plane. 
The three lines defined by any triple of these points containing A,, 
partition the plane into four triangular regions. If (1) any one of these 
regions fails to contain points from a face of a residence or if (2) two of 
them contain points from the same two residences then it follows from the 
proof of Corollary 3.2.1 that the plane can be a face for at most six 
residences. 
The four lines A,B, , A&, A,D, , and B,D, partition the plane into 
six triangular regions. If none of these contains points from faces of two 
different residences the lemma is established. Suppose then that A, is one 
of these domains containing points from faces of two different residences, 
and let A, and A, be the two regions sharing with A, sides having endpoint 
A,. Neither of these two regions can contain points from a third face 
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since in either case some triangular region would contain points from the 
faces of three different residences. 
It should now be clear that the partition defined by the side lines of A, 
or A, satisfies (1) or (2) and the plane is a face plane of at most six resi- 
dences. 
LEMMA 3.4. If 6, is a cell in the partition of Az E F, by the elements of r, 
in A, and if A, is not ordinary, then there exists a line A, E I’, in A, such 
thatA,n&,= o. 
Proof. Let A,, , B,, , CO be the vertices of a minimal triangular domain, 
A, containing 6, . If 6, fails to intersect some side of this domain then 
that side line will serve as the required A, . 
Suppose now that A,, n 6, = @ but that 6, intersects all the sides of A. 
If there is a point Z,, in the interior of the cone spanned by A, and A 
the definition of 6, would be violated since Z,,A, would cut across 6, . 
If there is a point of r,, in the interior of the complementary cone, this 
point and A, will define the Al . 
Finally if all the points lie on the two lines AoBo and A&-, , since A, is 
not ordinary there must be X,, E r,, on AoB,, and Y, E TO on A& with 
{X0, Y,} n {A,, , B,, , C,,} = 0. By the definition of A, , A’,, and Y, are 
not on the sides of A, so X,,Y, is the required Al . 
Thus we may assume that all three points A,, , B, , CO are in A and 
6, = A. It is now clear that all points of r,, in the plane are on the side 
lines of A and if any two of these lines contains three such points the 
required A, is assured. 0 
LEMMA 3.5. If r,, is a subset of two planes then X 3 &n. 
Proof: Let A, and B, be the two planes and L their line of intersection. 
If ,? denotes the cardinality of the set S, let (AS - L) n I’,, = CL, 
(B, - L) n I’,, = p, L n r,, = y. We may assume OL > fi. 
Suppose first that for each pair of points A,,l, A02 of (A, - L) n r, 
there exists a point B, E (Bz - L) n r,, such that if R = A,1A,2 n L 
then B,,R $ r, . 
In this event Aol, A,2, B, determine an ordinary plane of r, . Further- 
more if A03 E (A, - L) n r, and A04 E L n r,, and A,3A,4 is an ordinary 
line then A03, A04, Bi, where B,,j is any point of (B, - L) n r, , determine 
an ordinary plane. Thus under the present assumptions each line, with the 
possible exception of L, determined by the points of A2 n T,-, gives rise 
to at least one ordinary plane, distinct lines corresponding to different 
planes. Since 01 + y nonlinear points determine at least 01 + y lines we 
have in this case at least 01 + y > n/2 ordinary planes. 
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We now consider the case in which, for some pair of points Aol, A02 of 
(A2 - L) n r,, , none of the planes A,1A,2B,i is ordinary, B,-,” E (B, - L) n r,, . 
ForA,k~(A2-L)nI’O,let6Yk={XjA,kA~nL=X,A,i~A,n~,,, 
i # k}. For BOk E (B, - L) n r,, define /& analogously. The Kelly-Moser 
theorem implies that (B, n r,,) u Q?, determines at least $(/3 + y) 
ordinary lines. AOk, together with each of these lines, with the possible 
exception of L, determines an ordinary plane in r, . Denote this set of 
planes by PI, . Because of our assumption concerning points A,l and A,2 
it should now be clear that PI and P, are disjoint sets. 
Case 1. d, > 2, d, > 2. These assumptions imply 
PI u p2 3 d (B + y). 
Now if 8 (fi + y) < 1% II, then it follows that (y. + y > @ n. 
A properly chosen B,,i E (B, - L) n r, , together with each of the 
at least +(a + r) ordinary lines in (A2 n r,,) U /$ defines an ordinary plane 
in r2 and h > +(OI + y) > $(+&z) > $$r. 
Consideration is thus reduced to the situation in which L is an ordinary 
line in the set of lines defined by (B, n J’,,) u Or, and A, is not an ordinary 
plane in r’, . Since L is ordlnary, d, = 2 and A, n I’, is a subset of two 
lines. The fact that A, is not ordinary means that each of these lines 
contains at least three points of r,, . Thus there is a point A,3 on line 
A,1A,2. It should be clear that d, > 2 for all A,i E A01A02, i # 1, A,i # R. 
Hence, if A,3 i R, d, > 2, d, > 2 and the lemma follows from Case 1. 
We therefore now assume that A03 = R and hence that y 3 1. 
Case 2. d, = 2 = y, Oi, > 2. 
If $(/I + r) - 4 < &(a + fl + 7) = IQ then 01 + y > g-n and the 
reasoning proceeds as in Case 1. 
Case3. CZ,==2=y+l, 67,>2. 
and the lemma follows as in Case 1. 
COROLLARY 3.5.1. If r, is a subset of two planes and r2 contains no 
elementary planes then h > +n. 
Proof. With the notation as in Lemma 3.5, let AOk be any point of 
I’, in A, - L. Each of the at least $(/? + r) ordinary lines defined by the 
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points of set (B, n TO) u G& , with the possible exception of L, together 
with A,,” determines an ordinary plane in I’, . An analogous statement can 
be made for B,” E (B, - L) n r, . Since none of these planes is elemen- 
tary it is easy to see that the planes in the union of these two sets are 
pairwise different. 
Furthermore if A, is not ordinary then A,” can be chosen so that L is 
not an ordinary line in (B, n r,,) U Sk. A similar choice for B,,” can be 
made and it follows that X > $(CY + y) + $(/I + y) 3 +n. 
The conclusions of the lemma and of its corollary can be somewhat 
improved, even by these methods, but just how far is not clear. 
LEMMA 3.6. If 6, is a cell containing a face in the r, subdivision of 
a face plane of the residence of point A,, , then for any line A, or r, in that 
face plane such that A, n 6, = O, A,A, is an ordinary plane with A,, its 
leader point and A, its follower line. 
Proof. It is clear from Lemma 3.1 that if PO is a point of r,, outside the 
polygonal cone A,& and not in the plane of 6, then one of the planes 
joining P, to an edge of 6, cuts the residence of A,, without going through 
A, . This contradicts the definition of residence and hence no such points 
PO exist. Thus all points of r, on A,A1 must lie on A,, or A, and the plane 
is ordinary as described in the statement of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.7. h >, An. 
Proof. If some point of I”, fails to have a polyhedral residence, the I’ 
configuration is characterized in Lemma 2.1 and a simple count shows 
that h = n in one case and at least n - 1 in the other. Furthermore if a 
face of a residence is not contained in a single cell of the I’, partition of 
that face plane, then r, is clearly a subset of the union of two planes and 
h > sin by Lemma 3.5. We proceed, then, to the case in which neither 
of these conditions prevails. 
With each point of r, we associate a number of ordinary planes as 
follows: (1) each ordinary face plane of the residence of the point and (2) 
each ordinary plane having the point as leader with follower line in a face 
of the residence. 
From Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 it follows that there is, in each non-ordinary 
face plane, at least one line of r, which fails to intersect the face of the 
residence in that plane and which, together with the residence point, 
defines an ordinary plane in r, of type (2). This means that the count 
contributed by two face planes whose faces intersect is at least two. 
Since every vertex of a polyhedron is of order at least three it follows that 
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the correspondence under consideration associates with each point at 
least three distinct ordinary planes. 
Summing this count over all points of r,, gives a total of 3n and it 
remains to analyze the maximum number of times a given ordinary plane 
considered in this enumeration could be counted. It follows from Lemma 
3.2 that it could be counted at most eight times as the face plane of a 
residence. A non-elementary ordinary plane could be counted once by 
virtue of having its leader point at a residence point but an elementary 
plane could be counted as many as three times in that fashion. Hence the 
maximum number of times a given plane can be counted in the enumera- 
tion described is eleven and it follows that X > -in, 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Zf I’ contains no elementary planes then h > +n. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7 we may proceed to the case 
in which each point of r,, has a polyhedral residence. The case in which r,, 
is a subset of two planes is covered by Corollary 3.5.1. In the further 
enumeration, as described in the proof of that theorem, a non-elementary 
ordinary plane can be counted at most once as a plane of type (2) and, 
by virtue of Corollary 3.2.2, at most six times as a plane of type (1). 
Hence the total count of at least 3n must in this case be divided by at most 
7 and h > +z. 
The known examples mentioned in the introduction would suggest 
that this bound might be improved to X 3 n. 
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